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ECONOMY OF TURKMENISTAN

Basic character:

- high rates of the economic growth
- social and financial stability
- budget revenue
- high investment activity
- positive balance of trade and payment
- strength of the national currency
- revenue increase of the population
- accumulation of capital in the international reserves
- new job creations

Structure and growth rate of the GDP
The law «About the state support of small and medium enterprise»

The law «About licensing of separate kinds of activity»

The law «About the microfinancial organizations and microfinancing»

The law «About the Union of industrialists and entrepreneur of Turkmenistan»

Government program on support of small and medium enterprise in Turkmenistan on 2011-2015-years

etc.
STRUCTURE OF QUANTITY FOR REGISTERED JURIDICAL ENTITIES ON PROPERTY FORMS, in %

- Public associations – 2.9%
- Joint and foreign – 3.5%
- Cooperative associations – 3%
- State – 22.9%
- Private – 64%
- Join-stock (without foreign participants) – 3.7%
SPECIFIC WEIGHT OF ACTIVELY OPERATING ENTERPRISES
OF THE NON-GOVERNMENTAL SECTOR OF TURKMENISTAN

- Micro size enterprises – 79.9%
- Small size enterprises – 14.9%
- Medium size enterprises – 4.7%
- Large-scale and extra large enterprises – 0.5%
ACTIVELY OPERATING MICRO AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES OF THE NON-GOVERNMENTAL SECTOR
BY ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Agriculture – 13%
Manufacturing industry – 17%
Construction – 19.2%
Wholesale and retail trade – 28%
Hotels and restaurants – 2.5%
Transport and communication – 3.7%
Rent and services to enterprises – 12%
Healthcare and social services – 0.4%
Other communal, social and personal services – 2.6%
Other activities – 1.6%
Agriculture – 13%
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